Spatial registration for functional near-infrared spectroscopy: from channel position on the scalp to cortical location in individual and group analyses.
Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) has now become widely accepted as a common functional imaging modality. In order for fNIRS to achieve genuine neuroimaging citizenship, it would ideally be equipped with functional and structural image analyses. However, fNIRS measures cortical activities from the head surface without anatomical information of the object being measured. In this review article, we will present a methodological overview of spatial registration of fNIRS data to overcome this technical drawback of fNIRS. We first introduce and explore the use of standard stereotaxic space and anatomical labeling. Second, we explain different ways of describing scalp landmarks using 10-20 based systems. Third, we describe the simplest case of fNIRS data co-registration to a subject's own MRI. Fourth, we extend the concept to fNIRS data registration of group data. Fifth, we describe probabilistic registration methods, which use a reference-MRI database instead of a subject's own MRIs, and thus enable MRI-free registration for standalone fNIRS data. Sixth, we further extend the concept of probabilistic registration to three-dimensional image reconstruction in diffuse optical tomography. Seventh, we describe a 3D-digitizer-free method for the virtual registration of fNIRS data. Eighth, we provide practical guidance on how these techniques are implemented in software. Finally, we provide information on current resources and limitations for spatial registration of child and infant data. Through these technical descriptions, we stress the importance of presenting fNIRS data on a common platform to facilitate both intra- and inter-modal data sharing among the neuroimaging community.